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NO TERRORIST GROUP HAS DEPLOYED A NERVE AGENT IN A CIVILIAN AREA OR
USED A RADIOACTIVE MINI-BOMB IN LONDON. THE KREMLIN HAS DONE BOTH.
Its operatives come in disguise. They pose as tourists, journalists
and businessmen. Utterly ruthless, sometimes bungling and always
ambitious, they roam from Salisbury to Helsinki, Ukraine to the Central
African Republic, London to Washington. Shadow State is a riveting
and alarming investigation into those spies and the way Russia has used
them to wage an increasingly bold war in the UK and beyond.
Award-winning journalist and bestselling author Luke Harding charts
Moscow’s methods, which include fake news, cyber intrusions and the
poisoning of our politics through dirty money. He shows how Vladimir
Putin helped elect Donald Trump, backed Brexit and now threatens the
very basis of Western democracy. This is an essential read for anyone who
wants to understand how our world came to be so chaotic and divided.
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LUKE HARDING

New York Times bestseller Collusion:
‘A superb piece of work, wonderfully done and essential
reading for anyone who cares for his country.’
John Le Carré

‘Luke Harding is one of the best reporters in the world.’
Roberto Saviano
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When You Kant figure it out ...

How can Kant comfort you when you get ditched via text message? Can
Aristotle cure your hangover? What can Heidegger say to make you feel
better when your dog dies?
When You Kant Figure It Out, Ask a Philosopher offers pearls of
wisdom from the greatest Western philosophers to help us face and make
light of some of the daily challenges of modern life. Inside, you’ll find…
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Marc Levy

PREVIOUS
”The new Marc Levy tugs at our heartstrings from the PUBLISHERS:
PRAISE FOR GHOST IN LOVE:

GHOST IN
LOVE

first page to the last. We may all know that ghosts don’t
exist in real life, but we go along for the ride – and
laugh, often with tears in our eyes.”

— LE PARISIEN

"Light and funny, Marc Levy's newest is reminiscent of

Fiction / 373 pages

the Golden Age of Hollywood's greatest comedies. The

Material: copies in French, manuscript in English

reader will relish in its most hilarious moments. Beyond

Publication: May 2019

pure comedy, this novel has a personal touch, one that

 Marc Levy Fanpage -  @marc_levy

lies beneath the surface of many of Levy's books – that
of his father's shadow. ”

They have three days to get to San Francisco.
Three days to fulfill the promise of a lifetime.

—AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE

“A really endearing ghost story. Marc Levy summons
the supernatural and builds a story you really want to
believe in.”

What would you do if a ghost suddenly appeared in your living room and
asked you to do the unthinkable—so that he could fulfill his last wish?

—ELLE

"Funny and moving. It’s the story of the love between
a man and a woman, and a father and his son. It’s

Would you be ready to drop everything and pack your bags, no matter how

about love and belonging – it takes us back to the

crazy it seemed?

fundamentals.”

And how about if this ghost was your father…?

		

— EUROPE 1

“A book dedicated to parental and filial love."
— FRANCE INFO

Thomas, a piano virtuoso, embarks on a whirlwind adventure with the ghost
of his father: a life-changing journey to make up for lost time, and a chance
encounter...
In the tradition of Frank Capra and Billy Wilder, Ghost in Love makes you want
to believe in the unbelievable.

Albania | Toena
Arabic | Al Tanweer
Armenia | Antares
Azerbaijan | Qanun
Bosnia | Bosanska Rijec
Bulgaria | Colibri
Brazil | Planeta
China | China South Booky
Croatia | Stilus Knjiga
Czech Republic | Mlada Fronta
Denmark | Turbulenz
Estonia | Ersen
France | Laffont/Versilio
Germany | Blanvalet
Greece | Mati
Netherlands | Luitingh-Sijthoff
Hungary | Tericum
Indonesia | Bentang
Israel | Yedioth
Italy | Rizzoli
Latvia | Kontinent
Marathi | Mehta
Montenegro | Nova Knjiga
Norway | Panta Forlag
Poland | Sonia Draga
Portugal | Bertrand
Romania | Trei
Russia | Azbooka-Atticus
Serbia | Laguna
Spain | HarperCollins
Sweden | Sekwa
Thailand | Amarin
Turkey | Can Yayinlari
Ukraine | Hemiro
US & UK | Amazon Crossing
Vietnam | Nha Nam

MARC LEVY is the author of 20 novels, published in 49

"Funny, lighthearted, yet thoughtful – it's wonderful to
be haunted by this ghost in love." —LA VOIX DU NORD

languages. With over 50 million copies sold, he is the most
read French author alive today. After winning the hearts of
European readers, his success has expanded to countries
around the globe. In the past year, over 2.5 million copies of
his books were sold in China alone.
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Sabri Louatah

unleashed fantasies fueled by this imaginary percentage give way to a series
of events and outbreaks of violence that spiral out of control.

404

404 is the tale of a magnetic, powerful woman and the three men who
inescapably gravitate around her.

Fiction / 300 pages
Material: copies in French / Partial in English
Publication: February 2020

A political and technological thriller, 404 is a compelling, razor-sharp
exploration of our blind spots: the things we choose – as a society – not to
see, and how those very same things come back to haunt us with a strength
that is tenfold.

AN IMMEDIATE BESTSELLER AFTER JUST 3 DAYS OF SALE

Imagine a technology that can undermine
deepfakes in a post-truth world torn apart
by separatism and segregation…
The year is 2022. A wave of panic is sweeping across the globe in the wake
of a new, unprecedented technological scourge: mirages. Previously known
as deepfakes, these AI-engineered videos are indistinguishable from the real
thing, thanks to advanced AI that can mimic voice, movement, and image to
perfection. These mirages multiply more swiftly than the means to identify
them, and soon hyper-realistic fake videos are everywhere. They are exploited
for political gain, disrupting even the highest echelons of international power.
The time for believing your eyes is over.
Allia, a graduate engineer who had left for Silicon Valley, returns to France
with what she is convinced is the antidote: 404, a livestreaming platform that
prevents any editing or recording of videos. 404 makes images unfalsifiable,
for they exist purely in the moment they’re streamed.
Allia tests out 404 in Allier – the region where she was born, situated precisely
in the middle of France, which has become the stage of fierce debate ever
since an illegal ethnic survey revealed that 40.4% of its inhabitants were of
Algerian origin. The survey is fake, designed to divide the country.

“John Le Carré meets Jordan Peele.”

— ELLE

”A tremendous novel, at once fruitful, effective and striking to read.
Never didactic, 404 mixes dystopia, political thriller and the Balzacian
novel to create a tragedy that marches relentlessly marches towards its
— LE MONDE
heartbreaking conclusion.”
”A beautiful novel. Breathtaking.”

— FRANCE CULTURE

SABRI LOUATAH Sabri Louatah was born in SaintEtienne, France in 1983 and now lives in Philadelphia. His
debut novel, The Savages, was published to rave reviews
in The Guardian, The Times of London, Le Monde, and
others. The Savages is now a television miniseries, which
premiered on France's Canal+ in September 2019.

But that which is fake can still be fertile: as 404 grows in popularity, the

PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: Algeria (Chihab), France (Flammarion/Versilio),
Germany (Heyne Hardcore), Italy (Mondadori), Netherlands (LuitinghSijthoff), Poland (Foksal), Serbia (Evro), Spain (RH Mondadori), Turkey (Trend),
UK (Corsair/Little, Brown), Film/TV (Chic Films & Canal+).
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Roland Portiche

kept top secret – no one else in the Vatican knows what is going on behind
closed doors, and even the physicists who are flown in are told only part of

ERNETTI'S
MACHINE

the scheme.
But this surge of secret activity in the Vatican immediately raises suspicions.
The KGB and the CIA separately come to the same conclusion: the Vatican
must be trying to build its own atomic bomb – because why, otherwise, would
they need so many physicists?

Historical Fiction / 377 pages
Material: manuscript in French

Carvalho, a fanatical Brazilian high-ranking bishop – who has his own personal

Publication: April 2020

ambitions within the Vatican – is convinced that the Pope is plotting something
big, and he is determined to find out what it is before the Pope succeeds.

Based on the incredible true story of the priest
who invented a machine to look back in time...

Meanwhile, the Mossad is keeping a close eye on the mysterious comings and

Between 1955 and 1965, within the walls of the Vatican, a priest called Emilio

in their own undercover agent, a brilliant young archaeologist called Natasha.

Ernetti set out to build a machine that could look back in time. We don’t know
exactly what Ernetti discovered – but we do know that the machine was later
dismantled under the orders of Pope Paul VI and hidden in a cellar in the
Vatican. Apparently, it is still there today.
This true story is the starting point of a page-turning thriller set against the
backdrop of the Cold War, at a time when the world was caught in a crisis of
faith, and Christianity under siege.

goings in St. Peter’s Square. It is not long before the Israelis decide to send

From the restless pews of the Catholic church to the depths of the Amazon
jungle and the arid sands of the Judaean Desert, Father Ernetti finds himself
caught up in an international intrigue and on the run.
Everyone has a reason to want this machine. But it seems that no one has
stopped to think about the consequences of looking back in time.
What happens when a true image is held up against our imagined one?

It all begins when the Pope receives a strange letter from an Italian quantum
physicist that tells of a mysterious formula. The Pope approaches Father Emilio

What happens when faith is confronted with reality?
PUBLISHERS: France (Albin Michel, Versilio), Spain (Grijalbo).

Ernetti and asks him to bring this formula to life.
Behind this mad plan is an even madder one: if the machine can look back in
time, could it peer back as far as the era of the Gospels? What better way to
win people over to the Church than to show them that the Bible is true?

ROLAND PORTICHE holds a Ph.D. in philosophy and
has written and directed several of French television’s
most viewed and respected science and history shows.
He has also written non-fiction books. Ernetti's Machine

Ernetti needs help in building the machine and calls upon world-class

is his first novel in a trilogy featuring Father Ernetti and

physicists from around the world to come to the Vatican. The operation is

Natasha, the Mossad undercover agent.
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Raphael Montes

A WOMAN IN
THE DARK

“Raphael is an author who masterfully controls
tension during the narrative... An electrifying pace,
full of shocking and macabre twists and turns.”
— THE GUARDIAN
”Raphael Montes takes crucial risks, and
they always pay off. He makes the reader
an accomplice, expertly shuffling the cards,

Thriller / 280 pages
Material: copies in Portuguese, manuscript in English
Publication: May 2019

taking us backwards and forwards through
time, keeping us hooked from start to finish.”
— O GLOBO

@raphael_montes

PREVIOUS
PUBLISHERS:
Arabic | Al Arabi
Czech Republic | Albatros
Denmark | Gyldendal
France | Editions du Masque
French Canada | Hurtubise
Germany | Blanvalet
Netherlands | Cargo/De Bezige Bij

A stunning new psychological thriller from
the Brazilian bestselling author.

Italy | Einaudi
Norway | Cappelen Damm
Poland | Filia
Portugal | Objectiva

When Victoria's terrible past resurfaces, she knows
there are only three people she can trust.
The problem? One of them is a killer.

Spain | Penguin Random House
Taiwan | Fantasy
Turkey | Dogan
US | Penguin Press

Victoria Bravo was four years old when a man broke into her home and stabbed

UK | Harvill Secker

her family to death. The sole survivor, she is now a shy, solitary young woman
in Rio, with recurring nightmares and serious relationship issues.
But when the past comes knocking on her door, Victoria is forced to face her
own personal tragedy and embark on a voyage that throws open her own
darkest recesses, but also the possibility of a new beginning.

A Woman in the Dark reinforces Raphael Montes's status
as one of the world's most original young suspense writers.

RAPHAEL MONTES was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1990.
A lawyer and a writer, his novels include Roulette, Perfect
Days, The Village and Secret Dinner. His four novels are
currently being adapted for film by RT Features (Call Me

PUBLISHER: Brazil (Companhia das Letras), Film/TV (Globo Filmes).
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By Your Name). Raphael regularly writes screenplays for
film and television.
- 13 -

Violaine Huisman

PRAISE FOR ROSE DÉSERT:

ROSE DÉSERT

“Sumptuous… combines refined classicism and implacable crudity.
This second novel attests to Huisman’s rare talent.” — MARIE CLAIRE
”A work of great elegance.”

— VOGUE

”Abrupt, intense, passionate – sparkling so brightly that it hypnotizes
— LE POINT
the reader.”

Literary Fiction / 240 pages
Material: copies in French

”Her style has an almost hypnotic power. At times gentle, at others
abrupt, even roughly erotic, she conveys the beauty of wilderness and
the agony of desire, the havoc of madness and the pain of loss.”

Publication: September 2019

— L’EXPRESS

“Violaine Huisman confirms her unique talent…
Boldly literary, an account of a metamorphosis.”
—LE MONDE
After a breakup that leaves her devastated and depleted, Violaine
leaves New York to travel across the Sahara, from Morocco to Senegal.
Underlying this improbable and dangerous journey is grief for the loss
of her extraordinary mother, and the need to reclaim her identity.
The journey is a call to revisit her past relationships, in a fearless
confrontation of the taboos around desire and the search for love.

”What is the female condition?
This book is a remarkable illustration of it.”
— LIBÉRATION
PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: France (Gallimard), Germany (Fischer), Netherlands
(De Geus), Korea (Sigongsa), Italy (Bompiani), Spain (Hoja de Lata), UK (Virago),

PRAISE FOR FUGITIVE PARCE QUE REINE,

WINNER OF THE PRIX MARIE CLAIRE AND PRIX FRANCOISE SAGAN:
”Poignant, terribly alive… A superb monument to a woman who spent
— LE MONDE
her whole life in flight.”
”A sparkling debut.”

— ELLE

"A magnificent ode. Her prose abounds with literary force.” — LE POINT

VIOLAINE HUISMAN was born in
Paris in 1979 and has lived and worked
in New York for the past twenty years.
Her translations into French include
David Grann’s True Crime and Ben
Lerner’s The Hatred of Poetry.

US/NA (Scribner).
- 14 -
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Simon Van Booy

PRAISE FOR SIMON VAN BOOY:

NIGHT CAME WITH
MANY STARS

“It’s rare that reading, typically a solitary exercise,
makes you feel so connected to other people."
— TIME OUT NEW YORK
“Van Booy can give you back that night, sketched in short, sharp strokes, pitiless in its emotion but gorgeous in its evocation.” 		

Literary Fiction / 360 pages
Material: manuscript in English

— NPR

“Pitch-perfect… shows how love rights the world.”

www.simonvanbooy.com

— KIRKUS

"Resilient characters often emerge from bleak circumstances with an unex-

The epic 100-year saga of one family's struggle
to survive in the rural United States.
Carol was thirteen when her daddy lost her in a game of cards. A year later –
pregnant and with nowhere to go − she is taken in by Bessie and Martha, who
run a secret refuge for 'lost' women. Fifty years on, in the same small town,

pected and completely engaging optimism in the strongest ones [stories].
[Van Booy] shows an uncanny ability to create intense moods and emotions
within the space of a few poetic paragraphs."

— AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

“So accomplished that it’s hard to imagine what he might do next.”
— THE IRISH WORLD

Carol's thirteen-year-old grandson rides his BMX and watches wrestling,
mesmerized by the excess of the 80s, while his community fights to stay

"Simon Van Booy knows a great deal about the complex longings of the hu-

employed in factories and on farms.

man heart, and he articulates those truths in his stories with pitch-perfect

Since the 1990s, Simon Van Booy has been collecting the stories, feelings, and
confessions of one extended family from Grayson County, Kentucky, which he
has woven into an intimate portrayal of American life. With vivid emotion, he

elegance. Love Begins in Winter is a splendid collection, and Van Booy is now
a writer on my must-always-read list."

— ROBERT OLEN BUTLER,

PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING AUTHOR OF A GOOD SCENT FROM A STRANGE MOUNTAIN

depicts the Depression, war, faith, the hardship of women, prejudice, and rural
disenfranchisement – while capturing the distinctive voices of each character,
and revealing the sacred bonds of family and friendship in times of crisis.
With stark, poetic clarity, this book is a breathtaking journey over a single
century, revealing an America that is rarely seen.

- 16 -

SIMON VAN BOOY is the award-winning author of works
of fiction for adults, novels for children, and anthologies
of philosophy. He has written for the New York Times,
New York Post, and the Financial Times. His books have
been translated and optioned for film.
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Andrea Carter

THE BODY FALLS

Susan Spindler

SURROGATE

Crime Fiction | Copies in English | Publication: April 2020
 @andysaibhcarter

Literary thriller / 300 pages
Material: manuscript in English
Publication: Spring 2021

“Her best yet... Andrea conjures up a phenomenal sense of place.
She is such an assured, stylish writer.” — JO SPAIN
When Ben O’Keefe returns to Glendara, Inishowen from a tropical stint with her
old law firm in Florida, a relentless, torrential downpour strands participants in
a local charity cycling race in the town overnight.
In the middle of the night Sergeant Tom Molloy is called out to Mamore Gap,
where a body, dislodged from a high bank by the heavy rain, has been found.
It is identified as Bob Jameson, a well-known local charities boss, and the
organiser of the cycling event. Stunned, the GP confirms that the man has
suffered a snakebite.
The terrible weather persists and Glendara is completely cut off, with a killer at
the heart of the community. Who is responsible for Bob Jameson’s death – a
stranger or someone closer to home? It’s left to Molloy, with Ben’s assistance,
to find out what is going on.

Surrogate is a compelling and topical psychological drama
that explores marriage, fertility and female identity.
Beth Furnival is a successful television executive with a perfect life: a nice
house in London, a lawyer husband and two grown-up daughters. But at 55,
with an empty nest and menopause behind her, she feels restless.
After multiple rounds of failed IVF, her eldest daughter Lauren has been
told that the only chance for her and her husband to have their own child
is surrogacy. Overwhelmed by the legal grey zones and expense, they are
running out of options. So when Beth discovers that even at her age, with the
right hormones, she could carry their baby, out of desperation they agree.
As Beth’s unlikely pregnancy progresses, her life disintegrates: her husband
moves out, her TV company is near bankruptcy, and Lauren can’t contain
her corrosive envy. Isolated and suffering from complications, Beth starts to
unravel, with life-threatening consequences…

ANDREA CARTER worked as a solicitor on the Inishowen Peninsula where she

SUSAN SPINDLER is an award-winning journalist and documentary filmmaker.

ran the most northerly solicitor’s practice in the country. The books are being

She worked for the BBC on flagship series such as Horizon, Tomorrow’s World,

adapted into a TV series called The Inishowen Mysteries by Zanzibar and Hold

and QED and went on to be become Deputy Director of Drama, Entertainment

the Page.

& Children’s Programmes. Surrogate is her first novel.

PUBLISHERS: UK (Little, Brown), TV (Zanzibar).
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PUBLISHERS: UK (Virago).
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Owen Matthews

BLACK SUN

PRAISE FOR BLACK SUN:
“A glorious book, a tour-de-force. It drips with authenticity from every page
and yet the author’s encyclopaedic knowledge of the Soviet Union – from his
impressive journalistic pedigree – doesn’t get in the way of a page-turning,
thumping good read. It’s not just up there with Robert Harris, Tom Rob Smith
and Martin Cruz Smith, but better – by some distance.”
— DAVID YOUNG
“Matthews is especially adept at limning the bureaucratic infighting and
political double-dealing that permeate Soviet society...The persistence of
history is a powerful tidal presence.“
—KIRKUS

Crime/Thriller / 416 pages
Material: copies in English

“Matthews is an excellent storyteller, and the plot moves at a brisk pace that
keeps us interested throughout... Black Sun is the kind of thriller you want to
savor as you turn the pages, suspenseful and thought provoking.“

Publication: July 2019

A TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR
“Welcome to Arzamas-16. The city that doesn’t exist.“

— NY JOURNAL OF BOOKS

“Black Sun is fascinating and has fearsome authenticity.”
— FREDERICK FORSYTH

Book 2: RED TREASON

It is the dawn of the 1960s. Alexander Vasin, a KGB Major in the department

Vasin’s second assignment takes him into the heart of the Cuban Missile

of “Special Investigations“, travels across the Soviet Union to Arzamas-16, a

Crisis. There are whispers of a spy at the highest levels of Soviet intelligence.

city that does not appear on any map. He has been sent to investigate the

But as Vasin gets closer to the truth, the question of treason becomes

gruesome death of a young physicist.

more complicated. What if the spy is trying to save the USSR from certain

There, he finds a scientific community of eccentrics, patriots, and dissidents

destruction? What if the real traitor is anyone who gets in his way?

who’ve been ordered to build the most powerful atomic bomb ever made.

Book 3: UNTITLED

It is a project of such vital national importance that unlike their fellow Soviet

On November 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy is assassinated. Vasin gets

citizens, they have the freedom to think, act, live, and love as they wish.

a call from his superiors. They have one question: did we do this?

Some of them, it seems, even believe they can get away with murder.

OWEN MATTHEWS was born in London in 1971. He

Owen Matthews’ s thriller is based on an incredible sequence of true events

is the author of the non-fiction book Stalin’s Children:

and inaugurates a major new series set in Moscow in the early 1960s featuring

Three Generations of Love and War (Bloomsbury, 2008),

Alexander Vasin, a homicide detective seconded, against his will, to the KGB.

which was shortlisted for that year’s Guardian First Book

PUBLISHERS: Germany (Lubbe), Greece (Klidarithmos), UK (Transworld),
Poland (Amber), US/NA (Doubleday).
- 20 -

Award and the Orwell Prize for Political Writing, and
translated into 27 languages.
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CHILDREN'S/YOUNG ADULT

Nataël Trapp

Leo wakes up the next morning, relieved that he has returned to the present

IN BETWEEN
DAYS

– but his respite does not last long. For every other day he will wake up in the
body of someone new, thirty years in the past. It becomes clear that Jessica
was a complex character, far from angelic, and that many people could have
wanted to kill her. In the countdown to the party, each day will bring another
clue, edging Leo towards the culprit.
But on day 7, the morning of the prom, Leo wakes up in the body of Jessica.

Young Adult Crossover / 250 pages
Material: copies in French, partial in English
Publication: October 2019

He knows that he – she – is to be murdered. He still doesn’t know by whom.
More importantly: he doesn’t know if he can change the course of fate.
To what extent are we free? Or are we bound by the mirror of destiny?

In Nataël Trapp’s brilliant, page-turning novel, the
philosophical question of “free will versus destiny”
takes on a gripping, life-or-death urgency.
Leo is a film-loving, solitary seventeen-year-old, leading an uneventful life in a
nondescript French town. He has little to look forward to except for the prom
that will take place in seven days’ time.
Like everyone at school, Leo notices the posters that are being hung on the
walls to commemorate Jessica Stein. In 1988, Jessica was murdered on prom
night, her murderer never found. The posters show the face of a beautiful,
angelic-looking girl with the caption “#thirtyyearsago.”
When Leo wakes up the next morning, he doesn’t understand what has
happened: he doesn’t recognize his bedroom – or his face when he looks in
the mirror. He has woken up in the body of someone else – a plump, sullen
seventeen-year-old named Daniel Marcuso. The year is 1988, and the prom
is in 7 days.

“In less than an hour, I will be dead.
It's almost midnight, and I've done everything in my power
– everything – not to end up here, in this place, at this time.
The shadowy lake rippling in front of me, the pine trees
shuddering in the wind, the stars scattered across the sky:
they're all proof that I've failed.
Every second I expect to hear a soft footstep in the pine
needles, the snap of a branch, some indication that I'm not
alone. That I'm being watched.
I'm going to die – and the worst part is, it won't be for the
first time.“
NATAËL TRAPP was born in 1982 and never quite recovered
from it. He likes walks in the mountains, metaphysics and
stories with happy endings. He lives in France with his partner

Leo leaves the house – Daniel’s house – and heads into town, towards a café.

and their three children.

When Leo walks in, he sees Jessica in the crowd. Jessica comes towards him
and starts mocking him mercilessly, humiliating him in front of everyone.

PUBLISHER: France (Laffont/Versilio), Italy (Mondadori), Film/TV, Spain
(Montena/PRH).
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ELI ANDERSON

Simon Van Booy

Young Adult Fiction / 600 pages

Chapter Book / 138 pages

Material: copies in French

Material: manuscript in English

Publication: February 2019

www.simonvanbooy.com

MILA HUNT

What if you could make people do whatever you wanted?
Mila, 17, lives in the Center, far from the misery and danger of the Periphery −
a lawless territory where no one dares to wander. She has a dark secret: she
possesses the power to make those around her do whatever she wants. She's
sworn to herself that she will never, ever use it.

DUST
BUNNIES

“The day of the big sale was coming, when
almost every animal in the secondhand shop
hoped a miracle might happen.”
In an old, magical secondhand shop in Brooklyn, among the dusty books,
musical instruments, obsolete electronics, racks of clothes from bygone eras,
and abandoned toys, there are four stuffed rabbits awaiting a second chance.

But when she's kidnapped and blackmailed by the Center's secret police, she

Every year, on the day of the big sale, Tuesday, Lester, Little, and Rhubarb

no longer has a choice. She will have to infiltrate the Periphery and use her

dream of being adopted. But this year is different.

terrible power to take down their leaders.

When their friends are all purchased by a pair of dangerous villains for a most

However, she discovers that the Periphery is far from the sinister ghetto they

horrible purpose, the feisty and resourceful Dust Bunnies must embark on a

warned her about. It's a hidden world where teenagers are in charge...

quest through New York City to rescue them. The fate of the entire animal
kingdom rests on their furry shoulders.

“An ode to the teenage experience, to freedom,
against a backdrop of civil rebellion.
Mila Hunt is a novel both lively and profound.”
— NICE MATIN
ELI ANDERSON is the author of Oscar Pill, which was sold in 18 territories.
PUBLISHER: France (Albin Michel/Versilio), Russia (KompasGuide).
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The first in a series, with humor that will delight children and captivate adults
— from Karl’s Catwalk, to dancing crabs in Chinatown, to a trash-talking pizza
rat — Dust Bunnies is a tribute to true friendship and all it can accomplish.
SIMON VAN BOOY is the award-winning author of works of fiction for adults,
novels for children, and anthologies of philosophy.
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NON-FICTION

Carole Cadwalladr

herself into an investigative reporter who wouldn't give up on the story.
This fast-paced political thriller follows that journey as she turns over stone after

UNTITLED

stone to reveal a world of dark money, dirty data and corporate skulduggery.
A world where billionaires can buy power and influence and politicians will
cover it up.
While her enemies dismiss her as a “conspiracy theorist”, her reporting has led
to investigations into electoral fraud, data abuse and corporate malfeasance
in the US, UK and across the world. Nominated as a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize
and featured in a Netflix documentary, The Great Hack, she continues to
chase the answers to these questions and to call to account “the Gods of

Current Affairs

Silicon Valley” – as she described them in her viral TED talk.

You may think you know the facts.
But you don’t know the story.
After exposing the world-changing Cambridge Analytica/Facebook data
scandal in 2018, Carole Cadwalladr became a globally recognised voice on
data manipulation and the risks to democracies across the world.
It was her in-depth investigation with The Observer and The New York Times
that forced Mark Zuckerberg to testify before Congress and that led to
Facebook being fined $5 billion. But despite Cambridge Analytica's demise

We are at an inflection point, she warns. Facebook is a clear and present
danger. And Brexit is a warning to the world. Are our elections safe? Are
yours? Are we witnessing the beginning of the end of democracy?
In this book Cadwalladr weaves her personal journey through the story she
uncovered during her investigative reporting. She describes the misogynist
attacks, physical threats and legal assaults that have dogged her path. And
helps readers understand how the devices in our pockets have led to tech
companies becoming “the handmaiden to authoritarianism” across the world.

and a global movement to #DeleteFacebook, the scandal has left us with far
more questions than answers.
What was Facebook's role in Brexit and the election of Donald Trump? Why
won't Mark Zuckerberg testify in Britain? What was Cambridge Analytica
doing in dozens of countries across the world? And what on earth were the
'Bad Boys of Brexit' doing inside the Russian embassy on the day before they
launched their campaign?
When Cadwalladr stumbled across the “fake news ecosystem” in December
2016, she was a feature writer interested in tech. But to pursue this story – and
take on some of the most powerful individuals and corporations in the world
including Donald Trump, Boris Johnson and Steve Bannon – she had to turn

CAROLE CADWALLADR is an internationally renowned journalist who,
alongside reporters from The New York Times, was a finalist for the 2019
Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting for her work on the Facebook-Cambridge
Analytica scandal. Other awards she has won include the 2018 Orwell Prize,
the 2018 Polk Award, the 2018 Stieg Larsson Award, and the 2019 Gerald Loeb
Award for Investigative Reporting. Her TED Talk (link here) in June 2019 has
been watched by millions of people and she appeared in the award winning
documentary The Great Hack.
Cadwalladr’s debut novel, The Family Tree, was published by Random House
in 2005 and shortlisted for several literary prizes. It was a New York Times
notable book and adapted into a five-part miniseries on the BBC’s Radio 4.
Cadwalladr is currently a features writer at The Observer.

PUBLISHERS: UK (Faber), US (Penguin Press).
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Denis Mukwege

The Power of Women amplifies the stories of survivors to provide an arresting

THE POWER
OF WOMEN

and deeply compelling call to action that reinforces the messages of the
#MeToo movement. Dr. Mukwege explains that corruption, cruelty and global
indifference have sustained two decades of conflict in his country, but he
argues throughout that the rape crisis in Congo is inextricably linked to the
mistreatment of women in homes and on streets in all parts of the world.
He also addresses men, encouraging and guiding them to become allies in

Non-Fiction

the fight against sexual abuse. Through his personal example and his ideas,

Material: manuscript in English

he hopes to inspire a new form of “positive masculinity” – a change in male

www.drmukwege.com

behavior and attitudes that will help build more inclusive, gender-balanced
societies. Dr. Mukwege believes other men must join the struggle.

In his Nobel acceptance speech,
Dr. Mukwege dedicated the prize to “all victims of sexual
violence across the world. Taking action is a choice.
Taking action means saying ‘no’ to indifference.”
Dr. Mukwege has seen unimaginable destruction, witnessed pain that should
never be felt – and has saved countless lives at the risk of nearly losing his own
in several failed assassination attempts at his home and hospital. His tireless
work to heal survivors of sexual violence in his war-torn country of Congo has
led him to become a global champion of women’s rights.

The countless women that Dr. Mukwege has worked with call him their savior.
Dr. Mukwege is quick to point out, however, that they, the women, are the
heroines of this story.

“Dr. Denis Mukwege is my hero.”

— EMMA WATSON

“A tireless defender of women's dignity, Dr. Mukwege is
beginning a new phase, from now on he will also be fighting
to spread awareness of sexual violence as a weapon of war.”
							

— TÉLÉRAMA

Part autobiography, part rallying cry against sexual violence in peace-time
and in war, Dr. Mukwege explores how he became an activist by accident,

DENIS MUKWEGE was born in the Belgian Congo in 1955. Now a renowned

but has stayed one out of necessity, seeking throughout to spotlight the

surgeon, he is recognized as the world’s leading expert on treating rape injuries,

extraordinary women who have shaped and inspired him.

and his holistic approach to healing has inspired other initiatives around the

It is a story about struggle and suffering, but it is also one of hope and
resilience. Dr. Mukwege has seen thousands of women on the brink of death
and has heard their harrowing stories – but he has also witnessed them heal,
buy land, start businesses, and help rebuild their shattered communities.
His work has also seen him travel across the world, making him aware of the
striking similarities in women’s experiences of violence.
- 32 -

world. In 2014, he was invited to the White House by Barack Obama. In Europe,
he was awarded the Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought. In November
2018, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize along with Yazidi human rights
activist and sexual violence survivor Nadia Murad.
PUBLISHER: World English (Flatiron Books).
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Ayaan Hirsi Ali

“Until recently, women in Western liberal countries have taken safety in the
streets for granted. As a Somali arriving in The Netherlands in 1992, I had

PREY

grown up knowing that to step outside the house without covering my head

IMMIGRATION, ISLAM,
AND THE EROSION OF
WOMEN’S RIGHTS

and body, or walking alone, would make me a target for harassment and
assault… As I acclimatized to life in a Western city, I learned that women’s
rights were radically different from the world I had come from. In the 1990s,
it looked like the momentum that had brought liberties for Western women
would trickle down to newly arriving immigrants, and then spread out to the

Current Affairs / 250 pages
Material: manuscript in English

rest of the world… Yet today it is a tragedy that history is in reverse for women,

Publication: April 2020

and not just immigrant women, all women in the West.”

—AYAAN HIRSI ALI

 @AyaanHirsiAli

In an incisive and timely new book, Ayaan Hirsi Ali argues
that immigration and Islam are leading to a significant
setback in women’s rights – not just for immigrants,
but for all women in liberal democracies.

PRAISE FOR AYAAN HIRSI ALI:
“This woman is a major hero of our time.”		

— RICHARD DAWKINS

“There is no one in a better position to remind us that tolerance of intolerance
is cowardice.”				

— SAM HARRIS AND SALMAN RUSHDIE

In Prey, Ayaan Hirsi Ali weaves together personal testimonies and hard facts to

“Isn’t it extraordinary that it should be a Somali woman who should be the

show how the Western world is experiencing a significant setback in women’s

one to defend with such conviction and passion the culture of freedom.”

rights. Underscoring the role of religion, demography, conflict, television, and

				

social media, Hirsi Ali explains that today there is one major factor causing
a decline in women’s safety and independence: massive immigration from
Muslim majority countries with a radically different view of the place of women
in society. This change is setting back women's rights alarmingly fast, and in
some places, by decades.

—MARIO VARGAS LLOSA, EL PAIS

“Truly a hero of our time.”		

			

— POLITICO

AYAAN HIRSI ALI is the bestselling author of Infidel, Nomad, The Caged
Virgin, and Heretic, which have been translated into 38 languages. Born in
Somalia and raised a Muslim, she grew up in Africa and Saudi Arabia before

With extensive research and insight, Hirsi Ali flags this dangerous decline,
addressing issues ranging from immigration and Islam to the apologetic
multiculturalism of Western liberal democracies. Her message is clear: we
cannot turn a blind eye to violations of women's rights carried out in the name
of religion in our own backyard.
PUBLISHER: Denmark (Politikens), Germany (Knaus), Holland (Atlas Contact),
Spain (PRH), US (HarperCollins).
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seeking asylum in 1992 in the Netherlands, where she
went from cleaning factories to winning a seat in the Dutch
Parliament. A prominent speaker, debater, and journalist,
she was chosen as one of Time Magazine's “100 Most
Influential People in the World.” She is a fellow at Harvard
University's John F. Kennedy School of Government and
the founder of the AHA Foundation.
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Luke Harding

PRAISE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER COLLUSION:

SHADOW STATE
MURDER, MAYHEM,
AND RUSSIA'S REMAKING OF
THE WEST

“A superb piece of work, wonderfully done and essential
reading for anyone who cares for his country”
— JOHN LE CARRÉ
“Utterly damning. Devastating.”			

— RICHARD DAWKINS

“Luke Harding is one of the best reporters in the world.”

— ROBERTO SAVIANO

Politics / 336 pages

“Collusion is so essential. Invaluable.”		

Material: copies in English
Publication: May 2020

No terrorist group has deployed a nerve agent
in a civilian area or used a radioactive mini-bomb
in England. The Kremlin has done both.

— THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Give the book to anyone who harbors doubts. The book remains utterly convincing, wins hands down.” 					
— FORBES
"An enthralling page turner with twists and turns worthy of a Le Carré spy
thriller."							
— INDEPENDENT

Its operatives come in disguise. They pose as tourists, journalists and
businessmen. Utterly ruthless, sometimes bungling and always ambitious,
they roam from Salisbury to Helsinki, Ukraine to the Central African Republic,
London to Washington. Shadow State is a riveting and utterly alarming
investigation into those spies and the way Russia has used them to wage an
increasingly bold war in America and beyond.

RIGHTS TO COLLUSION SOLD IN 15 TERRITORIES
PUBLISHERS: Finland (Into Kustannus), Norway (Forlaget), UK (Faber &
Faber), US (HarperCollins).

Award-winning journalist and bestselling author Luke Harding charts
Moscow’s methods including fake news, cyber intrusions, and the poisoning
of our politics through dirty money. He shows how Vladimir Putin helped elect
Donald Trump, backed Britain’s Brexit and now threatens the very basis of US
democracy, as Russian-style corruption takes root in the White House.
This is an essential read for anyone who wants to understand how our world
came to be so chaotic and divided.
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LUKE HARDING is an award-winning foreign
correspondent with the Guardian and author of the
bestseller Collusion (Vintage, 2017). Between 2007
and 2011 he was the Guardian’s Moscow bureau chief;
the Kremlin expelled him from the country in the first
case of its kind since the Cold War. He is the author of
several books, which have been translated into over
30 languages, and two of which have been made into
Hollywood films: The Fifth Estate and Snowden.
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Anne Berest, Audrey Diwan,
Caroline de Maigret, Sophie Mas

OLDER BUT BETTER,
BUT OLDER
Humor/Illustrated / 250 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: February 2020

PRAISE FOR OLDER BUT BETTER, BUT OLDER:

From the bestselling authors of How to be Parisian,
what smart, savvy, fabulous women think, feel,
and advise on life and love as they hit forty.

"Older But Better But Older is a book to read late at night in one go and

Older but Better, but Older has the playful wit and worldly advice we have

anecdotes, it is soulful truth-telling with a wink and a prayer... a deep dive into

come to expect from these bestselling authors, but now that advice is focused

the bittersweet angst that comes with experience."

then buy for your girlfriends. Peppered with inspirational quotes and comedic
— VOGUE UK

on a woman’s mindset as she hurtles towards forty. Caroline de Maigret and
Sophie Mas are back to amuse you with how they find themselves modifying

"Caroline de Maigret is the acme of serenity and

their favorite bad-girl behavior as they address beauty, love, seduction as well

thoughtful reflection…

as lifestyle, family, work, and living alone.

addresses and objectives, but more of a sardonic

They are still bohemian iconoclasts defying expectations. They remind you
that things aren’t what they used to be–when a thirty-year-old guy arrives at
a party and doesn’t even glance at you; when you wake up feeling great and

it’s not another list of

shrug written with the intimacy of a blog. We are all
in this together, even Parisian models. Humour works
wonders."

— THE TELEGRAPH

everyone tells you how tired you look; when you’re excited just to go home.
Neuroses vs. confidence, resistance vs. acceptance, passion vs. serenity:

COOL, CHIC, SMART, SEXY — THE TIMES OF LONDON

de Maigret and Mas, through these spirited vignettes, capture the different
stages of aging as nostalgic but modern women.
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PUBLISHERS: ANZ (Random House Australia), Bulgaria (Hybrid), China (Shanghai
99), Croatia (Znanje), Czech Republic (Jota), Germany (btb), Greece (Harlenic Hellas),
Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Japan (Hayakawa), Latvia (Zvaigzne), Macedonia (Polica),
Mongolia (Enkh Empire), Poland (Muza), Russia (Eksmo), Serbia (Laguna), Slovenia
(Zalozba Vida), Sweden (Bladh by Bladh), Taiwan (Ping's Publications), UK (Ebury), US/
NA (Knopf/Doubleday).
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Stefania Rousselle

"These frank statements reveal a diverse account of love in the 21st
century."
— THE GUARDIAN

AMOUR

HOW THE FRENCH TALK
ABOUT LOVE

”I want to love one person. I think I have waited for too long, now.
I'm afraid to fail.
Most of the time, I am happy. I am sad in the evenings. It's sad
to be alone; it would be nice to go to sleep and wake up next to
somebody and be like, 'Good morning, it's gray outside.'”

Illustrated / 200 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: Spring 2020

— PHILLIP, 24

Amour is a visual poem, a quest to understand the
universality of love through the testimonies of the
women and men Stefania met on the road.
Award-winning journalist and filmmaker Stefania Rousselle had been covering
terrorist attacks, sexual slavery, and the rise of extremism in Europe. Her faith
in humanity was shaken. To survive, she needed to renew her belief in love.
She set out on a road trip across the country, going door to door, or as she
puts it, ”heart to heart”. She met people of all ages, sleeping at their homes
in agricultural towns and industrial cities, asking the one question everyone

”At the time, there were no mixed couples in Dunkirk. My
mother rejected me and wanted to send me to a correctional
facility. So I left home with nothing, just my purse. We've loved
each other for 53 years. And now people fight to get into the
Caribbean nights we organize!”
— ANDREE, 70

wants to know the answer to: ”What is love?”
Started on Instagram, picked up by the The New York Times and later
transformed into a series for Le Monde, the result is an unfiltered plunge into
our most intimate feelings.

STEFANIA ROUSSELLE is an independent FrenchAmerican video journalist and documentary filmmaker
based in Paris, France. Her New York Times team was

From a baker in Normandy to a shepherd in the Pyrénées, from an undertaker

a finalist for the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for international

in Nouvelle-Aquitaine to a mailwoman in the Alps, from domestic violence to

reporting for their coverage of the Islamic State. She

new beginnings, Amour is a treasure, a bearer of hope.

graduated from Paris-Sorbonne University, and taught

PUBLISHERS: UK (Viking), US/NA (Penguin Press).
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at the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism.
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Charlotte Sarkozy

MEN ARE LIKE
MELONS

A FRENCH WOMAN’S GUIDE
TO SURVIVING DIVORCE AND
FINDING LOVE IN THE ERA OF
THE APP
Lifestyle / 112 pages
Material: English manuscript available
Pulication: 2020

There's an old French saying:
Men are like melons.
Out of ten, you'll find one that's good.
Lifestyle writer Charlotte Sarkozy thought she’d found her melon, until her
twelve-year marriage ended in divorce. Suddenly single at 39 years old,
Charlotte was faced with the unfathomable: plunging into the dating jungle
of New York City. She quickly learned that American “dating” was nothing like
the French amour she was familiar with.

"All my life, for as long as I can remember, my family and
friends have called me 'un coeur d‘artichaut' – an artichoke
heart.
The phrase comes from a 19th century French proverb:
'Coeur d’artichaut, une feuille pour tout le monde', which
translates as 'An artichoke heart has a leaf for everyone.' It
was obvious why my family decided to call me this: they saw
that I was a hopeless romantic. They weren’t wrong. I am a
hopeless romantic, but I am also a hopeful one.
When I separated, I was 39 and my 'competition' was 25.
Now I’m 48 and my competition is still 25. It’s unfair, but
that’s how it is.
At first, I wondered: how would this artichoke heart react to
the challenge of being single again? Would it be crushed
into an artichoke dip?
Whether you are an artichoke, a squash, or a peach (or insert
your own personal fruit or vegetable metaphor here), love is
an experience worth having – once or over and over."

With humor and vulnerability, Charlotte, a self-defined “hopeful romantic,”
takes us on her journey. From dating apps to ghosting and DTRing, Charlotte
explores the messy, lawless world of midlife dating, always with charm and
heartening optimism.

CHARLOTTE SARKOZY moved to New York City in 1997 for love, and stayed
there after divorce. She has written for French fashion and lifestyle magazinestt

A candid look into the search for a second happily ever after, Men Are Like

and has worked as a freelance producer in the fashion world. Her ex-husband,

Melons will resonate with readers of any marital status—married, single,

Olivier Sarkozy, happens to be the half-brother of the former president of

divorced, single and divorced, "It’s complicated", or all of the above. She

France.

promises not to make you tick any boxes.
PUBLISHER: ANZ (PRH Australia), Russia (Eksmo).
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Annabelle Roberts

YOU HAD ME AT
"NO THANK YOU!"
HOW TO GET OVER YOUR FEAR
OF REJECTION AND WIN YOUR
WAY TO SUCCESSS

Marie Robert

THERE'S NO LIMIT
TO WHAT YOU
CAMUS

Personal Development / 220 pages

Philosophy / 200 pages

Material: copies in French

Material: copies in French, partial in English

Publication: January 2020

Publication: April 2019

A counterintuitive method for turning failure into a weapon.
In You Had Me at "No Thank you!", Annabelle Roberts introduces a life-changing
strategy to regain confidence in yourself and succeed both professionally and
personally.

"I spend my days helping people feel more confident at work,
and I'm always shocked to see how many people have gotten
these fixed ideas into their heads about what they can and
can't accomplish. They could do so much more, but they don't
know it—they have no idea of their potential. Because these
people lack confidence, they create their own limitations. And
I used to be just like them!"
ANNABELLE ROBERTS grew up in rural Canada as the oldest of ten children
in a Mormon family. She was the first woman in her family to start a business
and have a career. She chalks her success up to maintaining her rejection
quota: three daily during the week, and two on the weekend. You Had Me at
"No Thank You!" is her first book; she's currently developing a television show
in France that helps struggling businesses turn things around.
PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/ Versilio).
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Marie Robert returns with this lively proof that the
(French) philosophers still have plenty left to teach us...
With twelve highly relatable examples, Marie Robert brings us right to the
heart of our emotions and introduces twelve philosophers to help us overcome
our fears and the daily challenges of modern life. From Camus to Foucault,
from Sartre to Beauvoir, from Montaigne to Descartes, Marie Robert shines
the spotlight on French philosophy in this witty, indispensable book that will
change your life for the better.

“Makes us happy... a charming guide to better living.” — ELLE
MARIE ROBERT holds degrees in French and philosophy. Her first book,
When You Kant Figure It Out, Ask a Philosopher, has been translated into
fifteen languages.
PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: ANZ (Penguin Random House), Brazil (Planeta),
France (Flammarion/Versilio), Germany (Mosaik/Goldmann), Netherlands
(Balans), Japan (Futabasha), Korea (Dongyang books), Poland (Foksal),
Romania (Baroque), Spain (Ariel), Taiwan (Athena Press), Turkey (Ayriksi Kitap),
UK (Scribe), US/NA (Little, Brown), Vietnam (Tre Publishing).
PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/Versilio), Romania (Baroque).
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Marie Phillips

PRAISE FOR MARIE PHILLIPS:

CREATE YOUR OWN
MIDLIFE CRISIS

“An ingenious activity book which invites you to choose
different pages according to how you want your
midlife crisis to unfold... both funny and clever.”
— THE BOOKSELLER
“There are so few genuinely funny novelists around that this stands out…

Humor / 100 pages

Phillips, like all of the best comic writers, dares to make a serious point..”

Material: copies in English

— NEW STATESMAN

Publication: November 2019

“Bathos, bawdy, and the absurd – a combination of uncommon felicity, as if
Jane Austen were rewriting Terry Pratchett.”

— THE GUARDIAN

To run away to Brazil, turn to page 34.
To get a tattoo, turn to page 147.
To burn down your house, turn to page 145.

“Very, very funny and delightfully original as well as acutely clever in a

We’re all grown-ups. We’ve all had desperate moments. Midway through our

“What makes the novel stand out - and it really does stand out – is its original-

lives, we wonder how we ended up here – and whether there’s a way out.

ity and lightness of touch.”

There must have been a crucial turning point but there’s no way to start again
in the hope of a better result.

makes-you-think-about-contemporary-morality-without-realising-it
way...”

kind

of

—THE INDEPENDENT

— THE DAILY TELEGRAPH

“It is all very, very funny...this book charms and provokes in a paragraph.”

— THE TIMES

Or is there? Here’s your chance to try all the roads not taken: polyamory,
ayahuasca, younger men, enlightenment, infidelity, Botox, or just telling your
boss once and for all where she can shove her job. But beware: all decisions
come at a cost …
Yelpingly funny, horribly relatable, here are the predicaments of modern
midlife, brought together in a compulsively readable book-as-game that – just
like real life – you can never truly win.

PUBLISHERS: Czech Republic (Dobrovsky), Germany (Rowohlt), Serbia
(Laguna), UK (Profile Books), US (Chronicle Books).
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MARIE PHILLIPS is the author of the international
bestseller Gods Behaving Badly, which was translated
into over 20 languages and made into a film starring
Sharon Stone and Christopher Walken. Her other
novels are Oh, I Do Like to Be… and the Baileys Prize
longlisted The Table of Less Valued Knights. As part of
a shadowy cabal of like-minded women, she published
the erotic spoof Fifty Shelves of Grey, under the name
Vanessa Parody. With Robert Hudson, she wrote the
BBC Radio 4 series Warhorses of Letters and Some Hay
In a Manger.
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Séverine Autesserre

François Busnel

THE FRONTLINES
OF PEACE

AMERICA

L’AMÉRIQUE COMME VOUS NE L’AVEZ JAMAIS LUE

A N A N T H O LO GY

Current Affairs / 210 pages
Material: manuscript in English

Literary Journalism

Publication: March 2021

Material: partial in English

www.severineautesserre.com

Publication: July 2020

"Not just another book about international politics.
It will change the way you see the world around you."
— LEYMAH GBOWEE, NOBEL PEACE PRIZE LAUREATE
It’s always the same story told in a different setting. Violence breaks out, foreign
nations are scandalized, aid comes rushing in, peace is declared, and within a
month the situation is back to where it started. Sometimes worse.
In The Frontlines of Peace, Séverine Autesserre, award-winning peacebuilder,
opens our eyes to the well-intentioned but systematically flawed peace
industry. She sheds light on how typical peace interventions have been getting
it wrong, and — more importantly — how a few of them have been getting it
right.
With examples from across the globe, in a lively narrative, Autesserre reveals
that peace can grow in the most unlikely of circumstances, with the help of
the most unlikely heroes. She makes the very compelling case that we must
radically change our approach if we hope to build lasting peace.

EDITED BY

FRANÇOIS BUSNEL

Trump's presidency as explored, dissected and decried
by award-winning writers both in the US and around the
world. "America like you've never read it before."
America demonstrates how literature might be the antidote to "alternative
facts" and provide a compelling form of resistance against Donald Trump's
world.
The first year has included in-depth exclusive interviews with Toni Morrison,
James Ellroy, Don DeLillo, Tom Wolfe and Paul Auster, writing from Ta-Nehisi
Coates (on Obama), Louise Erdrich, Stephen King, Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie, John Irving, Colum McCann, and many more... Covering subjects as
wide-ranging as the inventor of barbed wire and the National Parks to the FBI
and gun violence, the editor-in-chief François Busnel says: "This is a map of
America, but also a memoir of its time."
A resounding success in France with

SÉVERINE AUTESSERRE is a professor of Political Science and professor at
Barnard College, Columbia University and has worked for aid organizations
including the United Nations and Doctors Without Borders. She has been a
featured speaker at the World Summit of Nobel Peace Prize Laureates, and
her TED talk on solving mass violence has over 770,000 views.

over 120,000 copies sold in the first year,

PUBLISHER: US/World English (Oxford University Press), Audio (Audible).

PUBLISHERS: France (America Mag), US/NA (Grove Atlantic).
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America is for all readers trying to come
to grips with the current Trumpworld.
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Fabrice Midal

PRAISE FOR FABRICE MIDAL:

FA B R I C E M I DA L

THREE MINUTES
OF PHILOSOPHY
PER DAY

3 minutes
de philosophie
pour redevenir
humain

“With conviction and clarity, Fabrice Midal shows us how to make a lasting
place in our hearts for generous Love.”			

— CHRISTOPHE ANDRÉ

“A joyful plea, a call to reaffirm our inner freedom in spite of other
demands.”		

					

— ELLE

Non-Fiction / 220 pages

“Fabrice Midal's book is powerful, yet playful, challenging and at the same

Material: copies in French

time comforting. It can transform the way you look at your life as a whole, and

Publication: January 2020

the way you live this moment.“				

www.fabricemidal.com

— TAL BEN-SHAHAR

“Author Midal suggests you stop obeying (you are intelligent), stop holding

Flammarion

yourself back and stop forcing yourself to do things you don’t want to do…
instead, it’s about living your life and just being…the rest will follow no matter

40 inspiring quotes to help you think differently,
and reconnect with your humanity,
from the international bestselling author.

what life throws at you.”				
5.625 × 8.5

12.5mm

B FORMAT – 129mmx198mm

It’s time to stop giving a sh*t!

T HE

SPECIALS

Get the Gloss

* Stop obeying—you are intelligent
* Stop being calm—be at peace

T H E I N T E R N AT I O N A L B E S T S E L L E R

Fabrice Midal offers us a new solution to the perennial problem of
our too-much, too-fast modern life. It’s OK, he urges us, to say no.
It’s fine to quit the things that don’t fulfill you. It’s necessary, in fact,
to give yourself a break and say, simply, c’est la vie.

silently. Now you regret it. Don't worry, this is actually a good sign: you are

‘Powerful, yet playful, challenging
and at the same time comforting . . . it can
transform the way you look at your life’
Tal Ben-Shahar, New York Times bestselling author

tapping into a deeper understanding of who you are.

STOCK

* Stop wanting to be perfect—accept life’s storms
* Stop rationalizing—let things be

Coated Stock

The French Art
of
Letting Go

* Stop being ashamed—be vulnerable

FAB RICE MIDAL

brother-in-law, in a fierce debate over politics while everyone else sat there

One of the world’s leading teachers of meditation and mindfulness, Midal
offers us a new solution to the perennial problem of our too-much, too-fast
modern life. It’s OK, he urges us, to say no. It’s fine to quit the things that
don’t fulfill you. It’s necessary, in fact, to give yourself a break and say, simply,
OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
c’est la vie.

F A B R I C E M I D AFA
L B R I C E M I D A L has a PhD in philosophy from the University of Paris,
is the founder of The Western School of Meditation, and is the author of sevFounder of the Western School of Meditation
eral bestselling books.

ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK AND FROM
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— EMERALD STREET

FLAPS: 0

IN T ERN AT ION AL

B E S T SELLER

4

Best-seller na França,
cinco meses na lista
dos mais vendidos

Fabrice Midal

3. Pare de ser sábio

Die innere Ruhe
KANN MICH MAL

Nos torturamos o tempo todo para fazer melhor, agir certo, ser

politicamente correto. São tantas as obrigações que sempre achamos

French Art
of Not

que estamos “devendo”. Autor do best-seller A arte francesa de mandar

Germany (dtv), Italy (Newton Compton), Korea (Dongyang Books), Lithuania
(VAGA), Poland (Foksal), Romania (Curtea Veche), Serbia (Evro Book), Spain/

5. Pare de reprimir-se
DESEJE!

que nós nos impomos. Dê um tempo para si mesmo: esta é, segundo

o filósofo francês, que também é um grande especialista em meditação,

da The Western School of Meditation,

a chave para encontrar a verdadeira paz de espírito.

como um dos professores do tema.
Autor de vários livros, viaja o mundo
dando palestras sobre meditação.

Cut the Crap and Live Your Life

“A chave para a meditação? Comece lendo este livro e clareando
a sua mente” Jornal Le Figaro

e a severidade da sociedade moderna. O mote deste livro – dê um
tempo para si mesmo – talvez seja a mais radical resolução
de ano novo.” Revista Elle

Meditation radikal anders
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8. Pare de querer ser perfeito
ACEITE AS ADVERSIDADES

DESCUBRA O PODER DA IGNORÂNCIA
10. Pare de racionalizar
RELAXE

SEJA VOCÊ MESMO
12. Pare de sentir vergonha
SEJA VULNERÁVEL

Psicologia da Universidade de Harvard, cujos cursos sobre felicidade estão entre os mais

13. Pare de se torturar
SEJA O SEU MELHOR AMIGO

_

premium

F OU N DE R OF T H E W E ST E R N S C HO OL OF M E DI TAT ION

10/04/2018 11:39

NEVER RESCALE LOGO (it’s designed to align perfectly on ALL book formats).
Set in either black or white. DO expand the widths of the lines to be flush from the RHS of spine to the back
cover bleed. For spines under 10mm, the logo can move to the back cover.

FABRICE MIDAL has a Ph.D. in philosophy from the
University of Paris. The founder of The Western School of
Meditation and author of several bestsellers, he is one of
France’s leading teachers of dharma and meditation. He
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SEJA PRESENTE

concorridos da instituição americana

Printed: 10 Apr 2018 - 11:39

travels around the world to give conferences.

SAIBA ESPERAR
7. Pare de ser consciente

11. Pare de se comparar com os outros
“A arte francesa de mandar tudo à merda é convincente, mas também
divertido. É desafiador e, ao mesmo tempo, reconfortante. Este livro
pode transformar o jeito que você encara a sua vida como um todo,

FA B R I C E M I DA L

6. Pare de ser passivo

9. Pare de procurar compreender tudo
“Fabrice Midal faz um apelo contra a tirania do perfeccionismo

e a maneira como você vive cada momento” Tal Ben-Shahar, professor de

LA (Paidos), UK (Orion), US/NA (Hachette Books).

4. Pare de ser calmo

e simplesmente ser o que somos. Em 15 capítulos curtos e dinâmicos, Midal

nos estimula a parar de sentir culpa e nos encoraja a se livrar das obrigações

new way.

Republic (Metafora), French Canada (Edito), France (Flammarion/Versilio),

Confira
os principais
ensinamentos
de Fabrice
Midal e leia
no livro como
colocá-los em
prática:

FIQUE EM PAZ

à merda, o filósofo Fabrice Midal estourou na Europa pregando justamente

é considerado internacionalmente

Giving a Sh*t

SEJA ENTUSIASTA

que está na hora de nos preocuparmos menos com o que se espera de nós –

Fabrice Midal é doutor em filosofia
pela Universidade de Paris. Fundador

you, enlighten you, help you break away, and invite you to see the world in a

PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: ANZ (Allen & Unwin), Brazil (Planeta), Czech

NÃO FAÇA NADA
2. Pare de obedecer

Não se estresse, largue o celular, faça ioga, cultive o bem, sorria.

40 chapters explores a true life experience. These experiences will transform

A bestseller three days after publication.

1. Pare de meditar

VOCÊ É INTELIGENTE

The

FILE

‘A joyful plea’

I S B N 978-1-4091-7590-2

www.orionbooks.co.uk

Starting with a quote from one of the great minds of philosophy, each of these

An international bestseller (now in English for the first time), The French Art
of Not Giving a Sh*t by Fabrice Midal gives readers permission to:

It’s time to give yourself a break!
You’ve been bossing yourself around for too long. Where has it
gotten you? Maybe it’s time you follow the example of the French
and let it go. Allow yourself to be angry, be tired, be silly,
be passionate – to give yourself a break, and just simply be.

FA B R I C E M I D A L

Evening Standard

The French Art of Not Giving a Sh*t

CMYK
Stop stressing. Try yoga. Be calm. Be fulfilled—and
that’s an order! You’ve
Matthas
Lamination
been bossing yourself around for too long. Where
it gotten you? Maybe
it’s time you take a page from the French and Spot
give UV
yourself a break. Allow
yourself to be angry, be tired, be silly, be passionate—to stop giving a shit, and
just simply be.

‘All the talk of Paris’
‘A roadmap for avoiding the perils of perfectionism’

During your last family dinner, you almost threw a plate at your charming

SPINE: 1

MMP

14. Pare de querer amar
SEJA BENEVOLENTE
15. Pare de controlar seus filhos
MEDITAÇÃO NÃO É RITALINA

Gabriel Perlemuter

Are we responsible for our bad eating habits? According to new studies

THE BACTERIA
THAT GOVERN
OUR BRAIN
Health / Popular Science / 250 pages
Material: manuscript in French / partial in English
Publication: March 2020

there is a direct correlation between anorexia and a patient’s macrobiota.
Other research shows that a fecal transplantation can diminish symptoms of
aggressivity in certain patients suffering from autism?
As the saying goes, "An apple a day keeps the doctor away." Recent studies
reveal that pectin – which nourishes bacteria and can be found in apples – is
effective in treating addiction and alcoholism.
Our excessive consumption of sugar and junk food full of chemical additives,
disturb the balance of bacteria that has been in place for centuries. Prof.
Perlemuter shows how we cannot continue to ignore the fact that this way of
eating affects the bacteria inside us and in turn our whole life.

Think you know what’s going on inside your brain?
What if we discovered that the 100 000 billions
bacteria in our gut were responsible for both
our state of mind and our behavior?

Drawing on the latest discoveries made in the largest international research
centers, he answers important questions: Could chocolate actually be better
for you than broccoli? How do your medications affect your bacterial balance?
Why is procressed food food the first step to depression for your metabolism?

The biggest forces impacting your mental health and well-being are actually
the smallest. Invisible to the human eye, far from your head, these billions of

Most importantly – do we really have free will and control over our own body’s
destiny?

bacteria in your gut are present and powerful decision-makers in nearly every

This essential and engaging new book reveals a whole new facet of the world

area of your life – whether it’s the burnout you’re feeling, or your general state

within us, and shows us how to harness the forces of bacteria to stay as healthy

of anxiety.

as possible.

Professor Gabriel Perlemuter takes us on a microscopic journey to show how
tiny microbes have unmeasurable power to code almost anything into our

GABRIEL PERLEMUTER is a renowned hepatology

metabolism. He analyzes the relationship between our brain and our intestines,

and gastroenterology professor. He is the head of a

and how bacteria play a role in everything from depression to autism, to post-

research team at France’s National Institute for Health

natal healing and eating disorders.

and Medical Research (INSERM) and of the hepato-

He shows that the way we handle stress is directly linked to our macrobiotic

gastroenterology and nutrition department at Antoine-

makeup and how taking certain probiotics can diminish our levels of fear and

Béclère University Hospital.

anger.

PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/Versilio), Russia (Azbooka Atticus).
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Malene Rydahl

TO REPLY OR
NOT TO REPLY
WHY WE ARE DROWNING IN
MESSAGES BUT STILL CAN'T GET
AN ANSWER
Popular Psychology / 240 pages
Material: copies in French / partial in English
Publication: February 2020
www.malenerydahl.com

can you increase your chances of getting a reply from others in the first place?
This fascinating investigation, based in particular on a brand new international
survey, sheds light on how to interpret unanswered messages and what this
phenomenon really means for us. It shows us how to better balance our own
frustrations when met with silence, increase our chances of getting a response,
and manage our own growing mountains of unanswered messages.

In a nutshell: this book will help you become an expert
in the art of writing and receiving responses.
PRAISE FOR MALENE RYDAHL AND FOR TO REPLY OR

Have you had enough of waiting for a response that never
arrives? Can’t face your overflowing inbox? Do you feel
ignored or even hurt when people do not reply to you?
You’re not alone.

NOT TO REPLY :
“The bestselling author, keynote speaker, and executive coach has explored
and unpacked all the mechanisms and nooks and crannies and she’s done so
brilliantly, her book will be a reference on the issue.”

Messaging etiquette in the digital era has become a serious source of stress,
and unanswered messages have led to many a misunderstanding. Whatever

“Fascinating, an analysis of our daily life.”			

— LES ECHOS
— BFM TV

side of the dilemma you’re on, this frustration can be avoided. Malene Rydahl’s
new book aims to help us navigate the challenges and the rules of modern

“Malene Rydahl provides us with a large dose of reality, which is critical if we

communication.

are to lead a happy and fulfilling life.” 			

Our initial reaction when our messages go unanswered is a feeling of rejection
or fear of being disliked. But why aren’t we getting a response, and what is
the broader meaning of this phenomenon? What kinds of people don’t reply,

MALENE RYDAHL, a Danish native, lives in Paris and is

and what are the consequences for their relationships, both personal and

a writer, speaker, and executive coach. In 2012, L'Express

professional? How long should you wait for a reply before you can be sure it’ll

named her among their top 24 Women of the Year.

never come? How do you manage your own lack of responsiveness, and how

Her first book, Happy as a Dane, was published in 11
languages.

PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/Versilio).
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— TAL BEN-SHAHAR

Alexandre Mars

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
WHY ANYONE CAN BE AN
ENTREPRENEUR
Business / 240 pages
Material: copies in French / partial in English
Publication: January 2020

The road map to building a business, from the famously
successful philanthropist and author of Giving.
For the first time, Alexandre Mars shares his secrets to building a prosperous
business from the ground up. An anti-manual, What Are You Waiting For?
is packed with interviews of CEOs and founders of businesses both local
and international, huge companies and small start-ups. These successful
entrepreneurs will teach you all the lessons you'll never learn at business
school.

A bestseller in France.
ALEXANDRE MARS is the founder and CEO of Epic, a charitable giving
platform that enables individuals and companies, including some of the
world's largest organizations — like L'Oréal and Coca-Cola — to give more.
As a serial entrepreneur, he successfully launched and sold several start-ups,
and in 2014 he brought his innovative approach to philanthropy. He also runs
a holding tech group that has backed many outstanding start-ups including
Spotify, Pinterest, Casper, Harry's and Bird.
PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/Versilio), Romania (Spandugino), US/World English (Harper One).
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NON-FICTION

Jonathan Hillman

Jonathan Hillman

THE SINOLARITY

THE EMPEROR'S

CHINA’S QUEST FOR DIGITAL EMPIRE AND
DOMINANCE OF THE FUTURE

NEW ROAD

Current affairs / 200 pages

Current affairs / 166 pages

Material: proposal in English

Material: manuscript in English

How China's digital empire will allow it to accomplish
what past powers could only do militarily.
The Sinolarity tells the story of China’s rise from copycat to global competitor
– and the new world that's emerging as it builds a vast digital empire,
challenging the Western preconception that with connectivity comes liberty.
China is building the infrastructure to carry and capture the raw data that will
power the future. The People’s Bank of China is likely to be the first central
bank to release a digital currency, increasing dramatically its ability to track
transactions and undermining American hegemony over the financial system.
Few commentators have seriously considered a future in which Chinese
networks reign supreme. It stands on the cusp of a huge commercial and
strategic windfall, reshaping global flows of data, finance, and communications
to reflect its interests. As China wires the world, it is re-making the global
order.

Publication: October 2020

This book by America’s foremost authority on the subject,
will be the first account for general readers of what China’s
colossal ‘Belt and Road’ initiative means for the world.
On its present trajectory, China’s vast Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) stands to
become the project that defines the twenty-first century. China is committed
to spending $1 trillion on new roads, railway lines, harbours and other
infrastructure beyond its borders, a sum more than seven times the Marshall
Plan for Europe’s post-war reconstruction.
BRI has now signed up more than seventy countries and stretches over land
and sea, as far north as the Arctic, through cyberspace, and even into outer
space. Yet although BRI is reshaping the world, re-making it in China’s image,
it is still very poorly understood outside of east Asia. The Emperor’s New
Road provides a corrective to this, and is for anyone – readers of books on
history, current affairs or international relations; business people and investors

JONATHAN HILLMAN was born in 1987 and is the Director of the

– who want to understand this century’s defining shift: China’s rise and the

‘Reconnecting Asia’ project at the Centre for Strategic and International

dramatic expansion of its reach way beyond its borders.

Studies (CSIS) in Washington, the world’s pre-eminent national security and
PUBLISHERS: US/NA (Yale University Press).

defence think tank.
PUBLISHERS: US/NA (HarperCollins).
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Suzanne Wrack

A WOMAN'S
GAME
THE RISE, FALL,
AND RISE AGAIN
OF WOMEN'S FOOTBALL

Olivia Yallop

UNDER THE
INFLUENCE

Sports / History

Journalism / Pop Culture

Material: proposal available

Material: proposal available

"Vitally, massively important." — MEGAN RAPINOE
Over its 100-year history, women’s soccer has been the embodiment of
women’s fight for equality – from its rise from the ashes of WWI in Britain, to
its near-worldwide banning, to it's current popularity. In recent years, the cries
for equal pay come as the sport fights to free itself from an inherently sexist

Influencers have officially captured the minds, and clicks, of the modern digital
world – they are the tangible expression of a power shift that encompasses
nearly every sphere of modern existence. This wide ranging narrative is a
deep investigative dive into this underestimated group of digital pioneers;
and how they moved from selfie-takers to change-makers.

society – to quote the German women’s soccer team before the World Cup

From the media frenzy surrounding 2017’s Fyre Festival fiasco to the hypnotic

last summer, ‘we may not have balls, but we know how to use them.’

grip Love Island holds on the UK, Olivia Yallop combines personal anecdote

A Woman's Game is the first book of its kind to engage critically with the
sport's general history, sure to spark conversations and aplomb across the
media.

with primary research material in an exploration of the social media influencer
phenomenon. In the vein of Michael Lewis and Marshall McLuhan, this book
engages critically with a new wave of social media celebrity and its relationship
to the popular culture of today’s social media-driven world.

SUZANNE WRACK is a journalist for the Guardian and Observer, covering
domestic and international women’s soccer. She has won, or been
shortlisted, for awards from the Association Internationale de la Presse
Sportive, the British Press Association and the Sports Journalist Association.
PUBLISHERS: UK (Faber & Faber), US/NA (Triumph).

OLIVIA YALLOP is an influencer strategist, trend forecaster and head of Fairy
Futures at The Digital Fair, a London-based creative agency. She has guest
lectured at the London College of Fashion and hosts a monthly panel series
at Soho House.
PUBLISHERS: UK (Scribe).
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Ivan Krastev & Stephen Holmes

THE LIGHT
THAT FAILED
A RECKONING

Ivan Krastev

THE FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY
Politics/Current Affairs
Material: proposal in English
Publication: Summer 2020

In this short book, Ivan Krastev analyzes the most profound
political question facing the Western World: How will
sweeping demographic change affect democracy?

Politics/History / 250 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: October 2019

In a democracy, numbers matter. We used to believe that democratic power

"A bracing analysis of post Cold War politics, upending
cherished assumptions and forcing us to look afresh
at the complex dialectic of liberalism and illiberalism."
—

GEORGE SOROS

Born in Bulgaria, now based in Vienna, fluent in English and Russian, with deep
connections all over the world, Ivan Krastev has been described by Timothy
Snyder as ”one of the great European minds of today;” by Robert Kagan as

changes hands when people change their minds. But what if power instead
shifts with population changes, when newcomers with different ethnic, cultural,
or political identities enter the body politic?
Ivan Krastev argues that the greatest transformation Western democracies will
face in the twenty-first century is that of intense demographic change, driven
by aging populations and mass migration. The Future of Democracy examines
how democracies will survive the transfer of power from an old and relatively

”one of the most interesting thinkers of our time;” and by Gideon Rachman in

homogenous majority to a racially and culturally diverse one.

the Financial Times as ”one of Europe’s most interesting public intellectuals.”

Drawing on examples throughout history, Krastev demonstrates that when

The book, written with distinguished American scholar Stephen Holmes,
answers one of the most urgent questions of our times: how, after the triumph
of 1989, did the American-made world unravel?
"The most original explanation of the self-destruction
of the liberal West as universal utopia."
— PETER POMERANTSEV
PUBLISHERS: Albania (Albanian Media Institute), Arabic (Mominoun Without
Borders), Bulgaria (Obsidian), Croatia (TIM Press), Czech Republic (Karolinum Press),
France (Fayard), Germany (Ullstein Verlag), Hungary (Park Kiado), Italy (Mondadori),
Japan (Chuokoron-Shinsha), Korea (Cum Libro), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Poland
(Krytyka), Romania (Comunicare.ro), Russia (Alpina), Spain (Debate), Sweden (Daidalos),
UK/World English (Penguin Press).
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faced with major demographic change within their electorates, threatened
majorities find it very hard to resist trying to rewrite the rules of the political
game.
IVAN KRASTEV is the 2019 Kissinger Chair in Foreign Policy at the Library
of Congress in DC. He is also a chair of the Centre for Liberal Strategies in
Sofia, a permanent fellow at the Institute for Human Sciences, Vienna, and a
contributing opinion writer for the International New York Times.
PUBLISHERS: Germany (C.H. Beck), Poland (Krytyka), Spain (Taurus), UK/
World English (Penguin Press).
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David Goodhart

PRAISE FOR THE ROAD TO SOMEWHERE:

HEAD, HAND,
HEART

THE STRUGGLE FOR DIGNITY AND
STATUS IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Politics / Current Affairs
Material: manuscript in English

“The best and most complete explanation I've
seen for why things seem to be coming apart
in so many countries at the same time.”
— JONATHAN HAIDT
“An impeccably sensible and decent exposition of how the political elites
have failed their societies …“
— THE SUNDAY TIMES
“An accessible, evidence-based and direct account of how these conflicts are
reshaping the political world around us.“
— FINANCIAL TIMES

Publication: Summer 2020

In this follow-up to his bestselling The Road to Somewhere,
Goodhart divides society into people who work with their Heads,
with their Hands, and with their Hearts, and describes how the
status of each group has changed over the last 50 years.
David Goodhart’s argument that our politics have increasingly become
a battle between people from ‘Anywhere’ and people from ‘Somewhere’ has
reverberated around the world and established him as one of the boldest
thinkers about the political shocks of recent years, one with a tremendous
ability to crystallise complex political ideas into memorable form.
Goodhart shows that there is one overarching explanation for the current
discontents in Western societies that is hiding in plain sight: cognitive ability
– the analytical intelligence that helps people to pass exams and later process

“Whatever other objections Goodhart’s new book might provoke, few could
call it irrelevant or untimely …“
— OBSERVER
“Goodhart has clarity of argument and courage.“

— THE SUNDAY TIMES

“Thoughtful, well-argued and dangerously moderate. It may even be an incitement to independent thinking.“
— THE TIMES
“Seems likely to inform the debate on what post-Brexit Britain should look
— THE ECONOMIST
like.“
“[A] provocative take on the UK’s new tribal divisions …“

— NEW STATESMAN

“What may turn out to be the most sympathetic and insightful book about
Britain’s discontented masses.“
— THE SPECTATOR

information efficiently in their professional lives – has become the gold
standard of human esteem. Consequently, people with cognitive ability – the
cognitive elites – now shape society too much in their own interests.
To put it more bluntly: smart people have become too powerful.
PUBLISHERS: UK (Penguin Press), France (Les Arènes), Germany (Penguin

DAVID GOODHART is the author of The British Dream: Successes and Failures
of Post-War Immigration (Atlantic, 2013) which was praised across the political
spectrum. A former FT writer, he founded Prospect Magazine in 1995. He now
heads the Demography Unit at the Policy Exchange think tank in Westminster.

Verlag), US/NA (Free Press).
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Paul Morland

Ian Leslie

THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY IN
TEN NUMBERS

WHY EVERYONE’S TALKING AND
NO ONE’S LISTENING (AND WHAT
WE CAN DO ABOUT IT)

TOMORROW'S
PEOPLE

TOUGH TALK:
Psychology/Popular Science

Current Affairs / Policital Science

Material: manuscript in English

Material: proposal in English

Publication: September 2020

Publication: Summer 2021

www.ian-leslie.com

Population is the vast hidden force shaping our future. It is
breaking existing institutions and building their replacements,
disrupting and destroying an old-world order, and bringing into
existence a new one, quite unlike any known in human history.

This book explains why evidence doesn’t change people’s
minds, why terror suspects don’t succumb to intimidation,
and why students are having less sex than their parents.
In Tough Talk, Ian Leslie explains how human beings communicate with

Tomorrow’s People spans five continents to explore ten revealing numbers

each other. It turns out that most people are actually not very good at

that crystallise transformative trends in global human life: falling infant

communicating at all. This didn’t matter so much when people lived in small,

mortality; rising populations in sub-Saharan Africa; increasing urbanisation;

homogenous groups, but now that we live in diverse, interconnected societies,

the collapse of childbearing patterns in Europe and Asia; widespread general

it has become a serious problem. But it doesn’t have to be this way.

aging; population decline in large parts of Asia and Europe; the dramatic
speed of ethnic change in much of the West; the elimination of illiteracy; and

Tough Talk describes the latest research of a group of cutting-edge

the near-miraculous increase in agricultural output.

”interpersonal” psychologists and the work of ground-breaking experts in

Morland argues that where once, demographic changes were wrought by the

addiction counsellors, to show that it is possible for human beings to learn

daily conditions of existence, increasingly they are predominantly shaped by

how to resolve disagreements peacefully and without escalation into conflict.

people’s values.
PAUL MORLAND is an Associate Research Fellow at Birkbeck, University of
London and an authority on the interfaces between nationalism, ethnicity and
demography. He is the author of The Human Tide (2019), a critically acclaimed
work of population history, which was published in 8 languages.
PUBLISHERS: UK (Picador).
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Women Vs Capitalism is a fresh and timely reminder that, although the #MeToo

there are complex brains. Instead, he argues that the evolution of sentience

movement has been hugely important, women will not achieve full power

has happened only once, and came about in humans through a series of

while there remains economic inequality. Pryce urgently calls for feminists

extraordinary accidents. Even if intelligent life has evolved elsewhere in the

to focus attention on the pressing issue of the pay gap, the glass ceiling,

universe, sentience as it exists on Earth is almost certainly a one-off.
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convincingly shows that we will not achieve equality for women in our society
without radical changes to Western capitalism.
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